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Abstract: We analyze the path from cryptocurrencies to official Central Bank Digital Currencies
(CBDCs), to shed some light on the ultimate dematerialization of money. To that end, we made an
extensive search that resulted in a review of more than 100 academic and grey literature references,
including official positions from central banks. We present and discuss the characteristics of the
different CBDC variants being considered—namely, wholesale, retail, and, for the latter, the accountbased, and token-based—as well as ongoing pilots, scenarios of interoperability, and open issues. Our
contribution enables decision-makers and society at large to understand the potential advantages
and risks of introducing CBDCs, and how these vary according to many technical and economic
design choices. The practical implication is that a debate becomes possible about the trade-offs that
the stakeholders are willing to accept.
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1. Introduction
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Money is a tangible or electronic item universally accepted as a medium of payment
in immediate or deferred time for goods, assets, and services in a given economy or sociocultural environment. Money is traditionally defined by its functions, as systematized by
Jevons [1]: it serves as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, the standard of deferred
payment, and a store of value (“A Medium, a Measure, a Standard, a Store”). As a medium
of exchange, money intermediates trades, resolving the inefficiencies of barter systems,
such as the need for complementary interests for the trade to take place. As a unit of
account, money enables denomination of prices of all goods, assets, and services in the
economy, making the price system more transparent and informative. As a standard of
deferred payment, money serves to denominate and settle debts. Finally, as a store of value,
money serves as a medium of future payment. Some authors argue that the medium of
exchange and store of value functions conflict, as the former implies the predisposition for
its immediate use, while the latter requires that money be retained for future use (see, for
instance, [2]).
The story most recounted about the invention of money goes back to Adam Smith,
who conjectured that it was created to facilitate trading because of the division of labor [3].
Previously, there was a barter economy, or mainly a gift economy, as argued by several
anthropologists [4]. The evolution of money is not linear, as different types of money have
coexisted in time and within economies. However, loosely speaking, we may classify money
into four types, in chronological order: Commodity, representative, fiat, and scriptural
or electronic money. Commodity money draws its value from the commodity it is made
of. In ancient times, several items served as a medium of exchange; some were useful
in daily life, such as livestock and grain, while others were merely appealing, such as
shells and beads [5]. At some point in history, metals began to be used to produce money
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due to their durability, divisibility, and homogeneity [6]. Then, coinage enabled the
standardization and certification of metal currency. However, it also allowed the sovereign
powers (who retained the supply monopoly) to issue coins with an intrinsic value lower
than its nominal (facial) value. Representative money, often printed on paper, is a tangible
token representing a claim on a commodity (for commodity-backed money) and, as such, it
is redeemable in species. The abandonment of the gold standard at the outbreak of World
War I resulted in the disuse of representative money. Fiat money is not redeemable and has
no intrinsic value. Its worth originates in a government decree, i.e., it has a legal tender.
Metal coins and banknotes are fiat money, commonly called cash. Nowadays, most money
circulates in electronic form (scriptural money), mainly consisting of electronic records
representing current deposits in the banking system. Since fiat money backs those deposits,
the public can exchange them for banknotes and metal coins. When providing credit to
the economy, the banking system uses its reserves, formed by cash and deposits in the
central bank, to support new deposits. In the fractional reserve banking, these new deposits
surpass by far the amount of reserves needed to support them, creating a money multiplier
effect. For instance, the minimum reserves required by the European Central Bank (ECB)
are just 1% of the deposits and, in March 2020, the Federal Reserve Board announced a
minimum reserve requirement ratio of 0%. On the one hand, the central bank controls the
issuing of electronic money by controlling the monetary base (also called high-powered
money), formed by coins and banknotes in the hands of the non-monetary sector and
reserves of commercial banks. On the other hand, electronic money is in part endogenous
to the economy as it also depends on the demand for credit. Nowadays, electronic money
has an even broader definition that includes the activity of non-bank institutions, such
as payment service providers. For instance, the European Central Bank [7] (p. 1) defines
electronic money (e-money) as “an electronic store of monetary value on a technical device
that may be widely used for making payments to entities other than the e-money issuer.
The device acts as a prepaid bearer instrument which does not necessarily involve bank
accounts in transactions”. For a comprehensive historical overview of the evolution from
primitive forms of money to digital, please refer to [8].
The history of money reveals an indisputable pattern: over the centuries, there has
been a process of money dematerialization, with the nominal (facial) value of currencies
increasingly detached from their intrinsic value. Accordingly, one may say that all money
that exists in developed economies is fiat money. In the last 15 years, we have accelerated
towards the ultimate dematerialized money economy—a cashless economy. We can identify
three technology-driven interacting forces that are disrupting the current global landscape.
First, users claim for faster, easier, more efficient, secure, and universally accessible
payment services, which only digitalization can provide [9]. This desire led to an intensified
use of debit and credit cards, namely in e-commerce transactions, and catalyzed the
use of new technologies to circulate money, such as electronic wallets and contactless
payments [10]. In turn, this has fostered the entry of new non-bank players (e.g., PayPal,
Apple Pay, Revolut) with a recognized brand and enough scale to gain an advantage over
traditional banking institutions and sustain oligopolistic positions in the retail payment
system [11]. FinTech startups and mobile network operators are now competing with
banks as payment service providers and are gaining remarkable market share.
Second, the digitalization of retail payment systems reinforces its role and creates a
substitution effect on other forms of money, namely cash. The reduction in the demand for
cash is visible in developed economies and has been particularly acute in some countries,
like Sweden, where the amount of cash in circulation halved from 2007 to 2018 [12].
Third, the huge success of cryptocurrencies, and particularly Bitcoin, attracted extensive media coverage and the attention of individuals and, increasingly, institutional
investors, sustaining the idea that there is an alternative to fiat money and creating the
perception that Blockchain provides the ideal platform on which non-governmental currencies may be issued, managed, and traded. Since the publication of the paper that
introduced Bitcoin [13], the cryptocurrency market has expanded at an impressive pace.
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On 5 May 2021 there were more than 9500 cryptocurrencies traded on more than 370 credible online exchanges, according to the CoinMarketCap site [14], reaching a daily trading
volume of more than 213 billion USD. Also on 5 May 2021 cryptocurrencies had a market
capitalization of more than 2.2 trillion USD, of which around 45% accounts for the Bitcoin
segment, making it the largest unregulated market in the world [15]. However, as noticed
by [16], while all cryptocurrencies can theoretically and practically serve as a medium of
exchange, only Bitcoin has shown the potential to serve as a store of value, which has been
feeding its use as a medium of exchange. With the announcement of Libra, by Facebook,
in 2019 [17], concerns of global policy makers have escalated [18]. A currency that would
be dominated by a company with a user base of around 2 billion raised several alarms,
as reported in The Guardian newspaper (23 June 2019 edition) [18]: the co-chair of the
Economic Security Project stated that: “If even modestly successful, Libra would hand over
much of the control of monetary policy from central banks to these private companies”.
Although the second version of Libra (a single-currency stablecoin arrangement) also poses
several monetary, banking, and user risks, [19] defends that its issuance should be allowed
in the Euro Area, provided that the regulatory framework of the European Union is duly
reinforced and the ECB grants Facebook access to its balance sheet to establish a 100%
Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC)-backed reserve. This would imply “( . . . ) the
configuration of Facebook as a Narrow Bank” [19] (p. 11) and would foster the adoption
of the digital euro by the ECB. Also according to The Guardian Newspaper (23 June 2019
edition) [18], the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) stated that “( . . . ) while there
were potential benefits to be made, the adoption of digital currencies outside the current
financial system could reduce competition and create data privacy issues”. However, in
January 2020, officials from several central banks and from BIS met to discuss the potential
for a central bank digital currency [20].
The above-described forces led countries and monetary authorities to start experimenting with the idea of introducing a new form of digital money—the CBDCs. The broad aim
is to leverage the advantages afforded by digital technologies while retaining sovereign
control over the stock of money used daily by citizens.
This paper intends to give a broad picture of some core economic and technical aspects
of CBDCs. The task at hand is quite demanding due to the novelty and interdisciplinarity
of the topic and the prolific and dispersed (mainly “grey”) literature. Consequently,
perspective comes at the expense of detail, and hence some issues are only briefly addressed,
and further discussion is needed.
Our main claim is that the implementation of CBDCs will shortly spread worldwide,
and, although there is no consensus on the model to be adopted, one thing is certain: there
is a particular need for careful planning. The success of CBDCs depends on the degree to
which they meet the expectations of potential users and minimize the inherent impacts of
negative economic dynamics. Our exposition is formulated upon four main questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How does the inception of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies contribute to the conceptualization of CBCDs?
What are the common patterns underlying the central banks’ experiments, proofs-ofconcept, and pilots?
What are the main benefits and risks of introducing CBDCs?
What issues related to CBCD are still at an early stage of formulation? For instance,
how can smart contracts be used to create programmable money? What are the
impacts of these features in terms of money usage and monetary policy? What
can be done to improve interoperability between CBDCs, without conditioning the
monetary policy tools, especially in small economies? What can be done in terms of
offline payments? How does replacing a crucial part of the monetary infrastructure
affect cybersecurity?
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We have performed a snowballing review [21] of English language literature on this
topic, encompassing both academic and grey sources (e.g., reports from central banks and
regulators). Through extensive forward and backward searches, we have identified more
than 100 relevant references that we use to support our work.
We organized the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section 2, we explain the
main technological innovations introduced by Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency’s underlying
philosophy, and its economic implications. We then introduce a taxonomy of CBDCs and
provide a comparison between Bitcoin and traditional central bank money. Moving on to
Section 3, we present various central banks’ experiments, proofs-of-concept, and pilots.
Section 4 discusses the benefits and risks of introducing CBDCs, just before discussing the
next steps in this journey, in Section 5. We close the paper with some conclusions.
2. From Bitcoin to Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)
When dealing with digital currencies, a key issue is to prevent double-spending,
i.e., the risk of someone using the same cash tokens more than once. Unlike physical
banknotes and traditional instruments to handle bank deposits, such as checks and debit
and credit cards, which are difficult to duplicate, copies of digital artifacts are typically
easy to make and indistinguishable from one another, which is a concern for digital cash.
Before Bitcoin, the most well-known attempts to create a digital currency were proposed
by David Chaum. However, DigiCash [22] and Ecash [23] employed a trusted third party
to keep a record of all transactions, thus preventing users from spending more than their
true balance. A key feature of Bitcoin is solving the double-spending problem using
only technological mechanisms, thus dispensing with the need for trusted third parties
and enabling a system where payments can be safely made peer-to-peer and currency
issuance is decentralized [13]. To this end, Bitcoin relies on Blockchain, one of various
distributed ledger technologies (DLT). Transactions are registered on an append-only
database, replicated across a distributed network of peers, who only add new records to
the existing ones after agreement using a consensus protocol. The use of timestamps and
cryptographic mechanisms render recorded information virtually immutable. Additionally,
more recent Blockchains can store and enforce smart contracts, which are pieces of machinereadable code that execute automatically once predetermined conditions are met [24].
The Bitcoin embodies a libertarian philosophy, namely ideas about individual privacy
and limited government, as acknowledged by the European Central Bank: “The theoretical
roots of Bitcoin can be found in the Austrian school of economics and its criticism of
the current fiat money system and interventions undertaken by governments and other
agencies ( . . . )” [25] (p. 22). It is close to the concept of ideal money advocated by the rightlibertarians, namely Friedrich von Hayek, who argued in favor of ending the monopoly
of central banks in producing, distributing, and managing money [26]. The timing of the
Bitcoin launch may have fostered its popularity, capitalizing on a widespread distrust of
banks, monetary authorities, regulators, and politicians, due to the global financial crisis
caused by subprime mortgages that spread to sovereign debt. Table 1 presents a broad
comparison between Bitcoin and traditional fiat money.
The algorithm underlying Bitcoin constrains supply to 21 million units by design.
It rewards miners who validate new blocks with a fixed number of newly minted units
(the “block reward”) and transaction fees. The block reward started at 50 Bitcoin, and it is
halved every 210,000 new blocks, which has happened roughly every four years. The most
recent halving occurred in May 2020, cutting the block reward to 6.25 units. Transaction
fees are a small portion of miners’ rewards, estimated to be on average just 6.5% of the
total compensation [27]. However, the importance of transaction fees will increase and
arguably constitute the mining activity’s overall reward. According to some, transaction
fees will be enough incentive for the mining activity to continue, based on the assumptions
that Bitcoin will continue to appreciate and energy costs will substantially decrease as
renewable sources gain preponderance in the production mix [27]. Others claim that
the reward mechanism for Bitcoin will change with a move from the proof-of-work to
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proof-of-stake consensus [27]. But many, especially in academia, argue that if the mining
rewards come solely from transaction fees, then the Blockchain will become unstable, and
the mining activity may cease altogether, precluding new in-chain transactions [28,29]. This
scenario raises the question of how much the transaction fees should increase to maintain
the profitability of the mining activity. If such costs are non-negligible, it will further
reinforce the idea that Bitcoin is more of a market-based speculative asset than a new kind
of money.
Table 1. Broad comparison between Bitcoin and traditional fiat money; source: author.
Feature

Bitcoin

Fiat Money

Issuance

Decentralized, regulated by
underlying algorithm

Centralized, regulated by central
bank mandates

Supply

Capped at 21 million units

No hard cap

Liability

Not the liability of anyone

Liability of the central bank or
commercial banks

Liquidity

Not guaranteed

Absolute

Stability

Volatile

Stable, except in face of
hyperinflation

Acceptability as medium
of payment

Limited

Universal in a given economy

Privacy of user identity

Pseudonymous, no link
between addresses and
natural persons

Anonymous if cash is used, Know
Your Customer (KYC) enforced
for accounts in commercial banks

Confidentiality of
transactions

Ledger is public

Restricted to parties, visible to
financial institutions, accessible to
law enforcement

Geographical scope

Global

Limited

Not being the liability of anyone means that no one answers for Bitcoin if something
goes wrong. Although Bitcoin is accepted as payment by some entities, it does not completely conform to the definition of money. For example, it is not universally accepted in a
given economy and there is no absolute liquidity, meaning no guarantee that Bitcoin can be
readily exchanged for cash or other goods, assets, and services in the economy. The Bitcoin
price dynamics is characterized by short- and long-term hyper volatility, recurrent bubbles,
and jumps. This erratic price behavior would force constant repricing of the items on
sale (e.g., the labels of all products in supermarket shelves) rendering it impossible to use
Bitcoin as a unit of account and an undesirable instrument to denominate and settle debts.
Also, the extreme volatility of Bitcoin is inconsistent with a currency acting as a store of
value, at least in the short-term [30–32]. According to [33] (p. 98) “at most, cryptocurrencies
can be viewed as a new kind of tradable speculative asset, which can work as imperfect
substitutes for traditional currencies”. Or, in the words of Hazlett and Luther [34] (p. 148),
“there is a small corner of the internet where transactions are routinely conducted with
Bitcoin serving as the medium of exchange. Over that domain, Bitcoin is money”. Tesla’s
recent fumble with the possibility of purchasing a car using Bitcoin demonstrates well
the difficulty in its acceptability as a widespread medium of payment. On 8 February
2021, in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission [35], Tesla disclosed that it
had acquired $1.5 billion of Bitcoin to provide “more flexibility to diversify and maximize
returns” and that it would begin accepting Bitcoin as a payment method for the vehicles
soon. On 24 March 2021, Elon Musk, the CEO of Tesla, announced on Twitter that this was
already in place for its cars in the USA. However, Tesla’s payment and eventual refund
terms indicate that buyers would actually buy the cars at their USD value using Bitcoin
and refunds would be made in Bitcoin or USD at Tesla’s sole and absolute discretion [36].
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On 12 May, again using Twitter, Elon Musk announced that Tesla had “suspended vehicle
purchases using Bitcoin” out of concern about “the rapidly increasing use of fossil fuels
for Bitcoin mining” [37]. Twenty-four hours after Elon Musk’s message, Bitcoin was down
more than 10%, wiping off 290 billion USD of its market capitalization [38].
Bitcoin’s pseudonymity (i.e., the identification of users by an address such as
1BvBMSEYstWetqTFn5Au4m4GFg7xJaNVN2 that bears no link to a natural identity) has been
a source of concern for authorities, as it facilitates illegal activities, such as financing terrorism [39], the drug trade [40], or money laundering [41]. In fact, this might be a massive
problem, as pointed out by, for instance, Foley and colleagues [42], who estimate that
around one-quarter of Bitcoin users and one-half of Bitcoin transactions are associated with
illegal activities, involving about 72 billion USD per year.
Nevertheless, the advantages and convenience of Bitcoin have not gone unnoticed,
so authorities have been studying the phenomenon and possible adaptations for use in
the context of the traditional activities of central banks. The Committee on Payments and
Market Infrastructures (CPMI) of the BIS issued a report on digital currencies, with an
emphasis on decentralized variants, discussing their impacts on various aspects of financial
markets and the wider economy, and possible implications of interest to central banks of
such innovations [43]. The main impediment to use Bitcoin as a medium of payment comes
from its hyper volatility. Second-generation cryptocurrencies, generally called stablecoins,
address this issue by pegging their price to fiat money, exchange-traded assets, or even
other cryptocurrencies. The Libra project, announced on 18 June 2019, by a consortium
led by Facebook, proposes such a stablecoin. Given the size of the Facebook user-base
and the relevance of other founding members of the Libra Association, this new stablecoin
promised to become a major player in the worldwide payment system, with a relative
loss of importance of traditional national banking systems [44] and might undermine the
effectiveness of central bank monetary policy [45,46]. In fact, the risks associated with
the Libra project are systemic, surpass its monetary dimension, and may have global
repercussions. Abraham and Guégan [47] show that these risks may be (a) financial (for
instance, as argued by Groß and colleagues [44], a collective loss of confidence in the Libra
might lead to negative dynamics, similar to a “too-big-to fail” bank run), (b) economic (for
instance, the creation of a private oligopolistic payment system or taxation difficulties),
(c) technological (for instance, cyberattacks, fraud, or even the failure of the Libra protocol),
(d) political (Libra may have a large influence on the global financial system), and even
(e) ethic and regulatory (for instance, the possibility of Libra having control over a large part
of the world population, which raises concerns on privacy and data property issues). The
fallout associated with these concerns has hindered the rollout of Libra, leading to delays
and a rebrand, with the project and cryptocurrency now called Diem [48]. In fact, a public
consultation by the European Central Bank about the digital euro [49] revealed that privacy
was the highest-ranking concern among participants (about 43%), but with safeguards to
prevent illegal activities. Security and usability also made the top list. Other authors point
to security and control of monetary policy as concerns of governments when introducing
CBDCs, together with “greater financial inclusion, reducing tax fraud, achieving greater
control over money laundering” [50] (p. 1).
CBDCs are defined as “( . . . ) new variants of central bank money different from
physical cash or central bank reserve/settlement accounts” [9] (p. 1). The relationships
between the various types of money are made clear by the money flower taxonomy, that
is based on four key properties: issuer (central bank or not); form (digital or physical);
accessibility (wide or restricted); and technology (token/value-based or account-based)—
see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The money flower: a taxonomy of money; source: [43,51].
Figure 1. The money flower: a taxonomy of money; source: [43,51].
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for the expression “Central Bank Digital Currency” [66]. A steep increase is noticeable in
the most recent years. To reduce seasonality effects, we present the monthly data averaged
the most recent years. To reduce seasonality effects, we present the monthly data averaged
by quarter in Figure 2.
by quarter in Figure 2.
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Table 2. CDBC main characteristics/design goals; Source: authors’ own.
Characteristic
Application Area [43,51]

Architecture [56]
—related to Operating
Model [69], Access
Model [68]

Access Technology [67]
based on ideas from [70]

Central Bank
Infrastructure [67]

Interlinkages [67]

Authority [69], maps
partially with
Infrastructure [67] and
Access Technology [67]

Availability and
Limitations [69] and
Restrictions on
Access [68]

Alternatives

Description

Wholesale

The currency is intended only for financial institutions which hold
accounts in the central bank

Retail

The currency is intended for use by the general public

Direct CBDC

CDBC is a claim on the central bank; onboarding is performed by either
central bank or intermediaries (respecting KYC regulations); all
payments handled by central bank

Indirect/Synthetic CBDC

CBDC is a claim on an intermediary, onboarding is performed by
intermediaries (respecting KYC regulations); retail payments are
handled by intermediaries, wholesale payments handled by the central
bank

Hybrid CBDC

CDBC is a claim on the central bank; onboarding is performed by
intermediaries (respecting KYC regulations); retail payments are
handled by intermediaries, but the central bank periodically records all
retail balances and operates a backup technical infrastructure allowing
it to restart the payment system if intermediaries fail

Intermediated CBDC

Like Hybrid CDBC, but the central bank maintains only a wholesale
ledger, rather than all transactions

Account-based access

The value is linked to an account, with ownership tied to identity; no
privacy by default

Token-based access

The value is linked to demonstrated knowledge, like a digital signature,
eventually stored in a hardware device; provides privacy by default

Conventional

The transactions are stored in a logically centralized ledger; the actual
storage may be distributed, but the control over the information
is centralized

Distributed ledger
technologies (DLT)-based

The transactions are stored in a logically distributed ledger; the control
over information must be harmonized with a consensus mechanism;
may make use of Blockchain technology (like R3 Corda or Quorum)

National

Access is reserved to residents of a particular monetary

International

Accessible to non-residents, allowing for cross-border retail payments;
this is allowed by default if the access is token-based

Centralized

Only the central bank can verify and commit transactions

Partially Decentralized

The central bank provides tokens to selected financial institutions to
either safeguard or act as intermediaries

Decentralized

The ledger is run on a DLT, allowing for decentralized transaction
verification and commit

Unlimited usage

While theoretically possible, it may conflict with particular central bank
goals due to effects on the banking sector, monetary policy, and
financial stability

Geographical limits

Only accessible to current residents of a monetary area

Value limits

Maximum limits on the amount that can be stored in a particular
account or instrument

While no full data are available to perform a comprehensive matching of current
central bank initiatives with the design goals of Table 2, using the dataset from [56,65],
after removing duplicates and projects without information on three or more characteristics, some patterns emerge. From the remaining 20 CDBC projects, most are exploring
either indirect (11) or hybrid (14) architectures, with direct claims in only four projects.
The numbers do not add to 20 since three experiments do not declare architectures and
others explore more than one. Regarding the infrastructure, we have an equal number of
experiments exploring DLT and conventional databases (10 each), six looking into both
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and six without information. An equal number of experiments explore account-based
and token-based (11 each) for access technology, with seven exploring both and five not
providing information. Finally, the overall majority of experiments is limited to national
interlinkages (14), with only five exploring international interoperation and one undefined
on this characteristic. Some regularities are also apparent between characteristic choices:
no project exploring a simple direct claims architecture has already selected the support
infrastructure or a particular access model. This may reflect the lack of experience by the
central banks regarding large-scale electronic “customer facing” operations. No particular
linkage is found between access models and support infrastructure since all possible combinations exist on the experiment’s data. This is, as we speak (mid-2021), a field of rapid
evolution, with several proposals regarding desirable CBDC characteristics having been
presented in the past few months alone, including [71–73].
4. Benefits and Risks of CBDCs
Besides the customer-facing advantages of digital cash created up by the cryptocurrencies, a widespread adoption of CBDCs carries deeper benefits, but also significant risks.
The literature discusses:
4.1. Benefits of CBDCs
More efficient and safer payments and settlement systems. Traditionally, in Europe
and most of the Western world, banks have handled retail payment systems. However,
recently, innovative FinTechs have challenged this dominance and changed consumer
preferences and regulatory intervention [11]. The increasing non-bank competition in the
financial domain, with a rising volume of payments undertaken by third-party entities
not directly regulated by the central banks, may threaten control and introduce transaction safety risks, since financial oversight now occurs at a different level, if at all. Since
consumer preferences for quicker and cheaper payment systems partly drive this change,
the introduction of electronic currency by the central banks could provide the adequate
infrastructure to support them within the current financial framework. However, while
“the introduction of a general purpose or a wholesale only CBDC could bring a number of
potential benefits to payment, clearing and settlement systems, ( . . . ) it could also pose
several risks and challenges” [43] (p. 7) since it can undermine the position of current payment actors and provide perverse incentives. A potential upside is the increased resilience
of the overall payment landscape that a complementary and distinct central bank-managed
infrastructure supporting core payment services could offer [54].
Better visibility and transparency of monetary policy. The introduction of CDBCs
may afford central banks better knowledge of the transactions occurring in real-time,
allowing for more effective monitoring of critical financial data, additionally “it provides
a landmark opportunity to enhance the transparency of the central bank’s monetary
policy framework, including its nominal anchor, its tools and operations, and its policy
strategy” [74] (p. 15). However, [43] (p. 9) cautions that current payment systems already
ensure that “a CBDC may allow for better real-time data on economic activity but such
gains are already largely achievable with existing payments data. A more persuasive
argument is that a CBDC may help to maintain a direct link between central banks and
citizens (especially where cash use is diminishing), which could help foster the public’s
understanding of central banks’ roles and need for independence” [75].
Additional monetary policy tools. CBCDs may be designed to incorporate additional
features, aiming at changing the short-term demand for the CBCD of individuals and
firms, and, as such, can be used countercyclically to condition or promote consumption
and investment. For example, time-limited money can have a due date for spending,
after which it returns to the issuer. The Bank of China piloted this concept with DCEP
“red envelopes” in 2021 [76]. Digital money can also have a built-in interest rate, which
can be positive or negative [43] and equal or different from a current policy rate. Most
notably, account-based interest-bearing CBDC relieves the zero lower bound constraint on
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monetary policy and increases the effectiveness of monetary policy in severe recessionary
and deflationary periods [9,12,74,77].
Harder for black economy, money laundering, and tax evasion. According to the
United Nations [78], “The estimated amount of money laundered globally in one year is
2–5% of global GDP, or $800 billion–$2 trillion in current US dollars”. Many illegal activities
tend to rely on the anonymity of physical cash. According to the BIS [43] (p. 9), “given that
a CBDC can allow for digital records and traces, it could improve the application of rules
aimed at anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT),
and possibly help reduce informal economic activities”. Even if token-based CBDCs are
implemented together with the account-based variant to enable a degree of privacy to the
public, the amounts transferable to the wallets may be restricted, effectively inhibiting
the use for large-scale criminal activities. However, the BIS also cautions that the impact
on fighting illegal activities may not be significant, since a traceable CBDC “would not
necessarily be the main conduit for illicit transactions and informal economic activities” [43]
(p. 9), and with the most likely CDBC architecture proposals, the “game of cats and
mice” between regulatory agencies and money launderers is likely to continue with little
change [79].
More inclusion of the unbanked or underbanked. Financial inclusion is one of the
important motivations for the introduction of CBCDs mentioned by central banks [80].
According to the Bank of England [54] (p. 19), “the provision of basic accounts and an
electronic payment system by the central bank could make a significant difference to
financial inclusion”. The institution considers this relevant in “developing countries where
the banking and payments system are underdeveloped”. However, the problem may be
significant even in advanced economies, especially for the individuals most in need in
times of crisis. In May 2020, 14 million American adults did not have a bank account
and were waiting weeks or months to receive their coronavirus disease 2019 (COVD-19)
stimulus checks. Additionally, they tend to lose between 1% and 10% of the check’s value
to the cashers [81]. The use of CBDC digital wallets would enable higher efficiency and
justice in the allocation of relief funds. However, the BIS also cautions that “for some
segments of the population, barriers to the use of any digital currency may be large” [43]
(p. 9). An example discussing CBDC acceptance in a region of Spain, exploring various
sociodemographic variables, is presented in [82].
Positive overall macroeconomic impact. The wide adoption of a CBDC will reduce
the costs of running the payment system (namely by reducing the frictions and costs
associated with the storage, transport, and management of cash), increase its resilience
to operational risks (cyberattacks, operational failures, and hardware faults), reduce tax
evasion, corruption, and illicit activities, increase financial stability, reduce the costs of
private monopolistic control, especially in the situation of a structural decrease in cash
usage, and increase financial inclusion, especially in underbanked economies [83,84].
Additionally, it will reduce the regulatory costs of the banking sector by removing the need
for a fractional reserve system [85], imposing a better discipline on commercial banks [86],
reducing the vulnerability of banks, and reducing the political and economic incentives
for governments to bail out the “too big to fail” institutions [87]. All in all, the benefits of
the introduction of a CBDC in the payment system may spill over to the overall economy
with a significant impact on the GDP, depending on the adoption rate of the CBDC by the
general public.
4.2. Risks of CBDCs
Regarding risks stemming from the introduction of CBDCs, the literature mentions:
Risks to the business models of commercial banks. If central banks begin to compete
with the private banking sector for deposits, offering to retail depositors a default risk-free
venue alternative to bank deposits, then significant deposit balances could shift to the
central banks from the commercial bank accounts, which would have implications for the
balance sheets of the latter institutions and, thus, the amount of credit they could provide
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to the economy [54]. This disintermediation would also affect the ability of commercial
banks to “perform essential economic functions, such as monitoring borrowers” [51] (p. 63).
Furthermore, “commercial banks could lose a valuable interface with their consumers given
that in some CBDC designs the “know-your-customer” function could fall to the central
bank” [43] (p. 9). Some warn of far-reaching consequences: “divorcing payments from
private bank deposits and even putting an end to banks’ ability to create money“ [88] (p. 1).
Increase of the systemic risk of the private banking sector. If central banks begin to
compete directly with the private banking sector, then due to their superiority in terms of
default risk, there will be an increase in the liquidity risk of commercial banks, which in turn
may increase the probability of severe financial instability episodes. A negative confidence
shock on a particular commercial bank may lead its clients to convert the bank deposits
into a form of CBDC and potentiate a bank run. A bank run may undermine the overall
confidence on the private banking sector and increase the rate of substitution of commercial
bank deposits for CBDC, and the pace and intensity of the contagion effect [51,77,88].
Due to its grave impact, works such as [89] have studied the likelihood of bank runs as a
function of the system characteristics and of the concrete features of the CBDC.
Privacy risks. Current payment methods provide varying levels of privacy, from
the almost complete anonymity of physical cash transactions to full traceability and documentary verification and monitoring in regulated bank accounts [68]. The design of a
CBDC should provide/allow an adequate balance between public interests (usually best
protected by unlimited access to information) and individual rights, which include privacy. To provide the required privacy characteristics, the design of the digital coins must
concern itself with supporting the desired mix of functionalities, embracing “privacy by
design” [90] since user privacy is seldom an emerging property of information handling
systems. Furthermore, current regulations, particularly regarding anti-money laundering,
prevent fully anonymous electronic payments [68] even though, in practice, the international reach of CBDCs implies interoperability between sovereign regulatory frameworks,
raising challenges in ensuring transnational regulatory validity [58]. The required balance
is achievable by segregating specific applications to specific kinds of account that impose
limits on characteristics such as amounts, functionalities, or anticipated use. However, even
for the most limited accounts, some minimal level of user identification may be required
for account creation.
A few general approaches have been explored to allow for different levels of privacy
in CBDC usage:

•

•

The European Central Bank [91] made a proof-of-concept using time-limited “anonymity
vouchers” that afford their owners the possibility of performing restricted value transactions with details not relayed to the monetary authorities. These vouchers are issued
freely, but at a defined rate. Since a user is free to use or not each voucher, this limits
the information regarding actual usage that the monetary authority can store.
Project Stella [59] explored the concept of privacy-enhanced transactions (PETs) using three mechanisms, based on different technological support, to assure privacy:
(a) segregating PETs, where information is segregated between participants and shared
only on a “need to know” basis. Instead of a “common ledger,” there are separated
“ledger subsets,” which means that parties will not have access to the full set of transactions, but only to those that include them; (b) hiding PETs, where, while there is a
common ledger, various cryptographic techniques protect the stored information to
prevent access from unauthorized parties; and (c) unlinking PETs, where the information present in the ledger is unlinked from the actual actors or actual transactions.
Therefore, unauthorized third parties of a transaction can observe the transaction
information and the amount but cannot determine the transacting relationships (i.e.,
that an Entity A transacted with an Entity B).

The various benefits and risks discussed above are not definitive. Their materialization
depends on the design of CBDCs from both economic and technological perspectives and
on its adoption rate by the economy.
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5. The Road Ahead
Although cryptocurrencies supported by Blockchain heavily influenced the momentum for CBDCs, this technology will not necessarily underlie central bank-issued currencies.
Decentralization and cryptographic mechanisms are used in Blockchain to remove the need
for trusted third parties, but this is not a concern or desire of central banks. Even if they opt
for decentralization for resilience, the central banks will always retain control of the CBDC
network [54]. Additionally, Blockchains still suffer from scalability issues, which may be a
problem for very high transaction rates. Some CBDC pilots have passed up DLTs in favor
of other alternatives [9]. Others, such as the Bank of England, are keeping their options
open [54]. It is worth noting that, even if central banks decide to use Blockchain technology,
the negative externality of high energy consumption will not exist. The Bitcoin network
uses a computationally heavy, and, thus, power-hungry, consensus algorithm to ensure the
honesty of anonymous and potentially malicious peers. Conversely, in the case of CBDCs,
the central banks will retain control of the network [54], hence enabling the use of much
lighter and power-efficient consensus algorithms already in use in private Blockchains
today. Auer and Boehme [92] extensively discuss why cryptocurrencies should not be
the model for implementing CBDCs. They highlight the importance of intermediaries in
the financial system, centralized control, and the usability of end-user devices, namely
for those less technically adept, that may face difficulties in managing complex private
encryption keys. Nevertheless, some characteristics of more modern Blockchains—such as
smart contracts—may still be appealing in a CBDC scenario.
Smart contracts enable the creation of programmable money. Not to be confused with
existing mechanisms to automate payments, such as open banking application programming interfaces (APIs), of which the European Union’s second Payment Services Directive
(PSD2) is an example [93]. Programmable money is about embedding behavior in the
money itself; for example, executing payments upon confirmation of the receipt of goods
or routing tax payments directly to authorities at the point of sale [54]. Programmable
money can be “designed to flow as easily as email without sacrificing regulatory controls,
monetary policy or personal privacy” [94] (p. 7). It can automatically gain or lose value
over time to implement interest [95], travel only to the intended destinations [96], or be
valid only for specific acquisitions, such as food [95]. This ability could enforce rules,
like those attached to the relief grants that some governments experimented with during
COVID-19, meant to be spent in certain ways [96]. These embedded features reduce the
fungibility of money but with a purpose, for example, to mitigate misuse. Programmable
money may also “be effective monetary policy instruments to add liquidity quickly to
the financial markets” [97] (p. 2), and several of its possible mechanisms are valuable to
mitigate corruption.
The electronic nature of CDBC can also improve cross-border payments, which are
frequently costly and inefficient. This goal can be achieved by interoperating central bank
digital currencies (CBDCs), forming multi-CBDC (mCBDC) arrangements [98]. While
no currently active CDBC pilots address interoperability explicitly, some banks have announced the intention to evolve towards mechanisms for cross-border payments [99]. Auer
and colleagues [98] claim that compatible standards (e.g., similar regulatory frameworks,
market practices, messaging formats, and data requirements) can help achieve these goals,
as can interlinking systems via technical interfaces, common clearing mechanisms or related schemes, or even establishing a single multi-currency payment system. At this point,
it is not yet clear which alternative will emerge as preferred. Nevertheless, while technical
barriers are surmountable, the full convertibility enabled by interoperability must be balanced with Fleming–Mundell’s monetary policy trilemma [100], which states the practical
impossibility to simultaneously stabilize the exchange rate, enjoy free international capital
mobility, and engage in a monetary policy oriented toward domestic goals.
To ensure widespread adoption of CBDCs as a replacement for physical cash, offline
payments must also be possible. Research on this topic is ongoing, namely by VISA, which
proposes an approach for point-to-point payments between two devices [101]. It enables
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downloading money to a personal device (e.g., a smartphone) that stores it on secure
hardware where a wallet provider manages it (e.g., a bank). Direct transactions between
two devices can rely on Bluetooth or near field communication (NFC) [101,102]. At the
moment, the creation of dedicated hardware devices to support CDBC usage also appears
to be advancing quickly [103].
As the CBDC story unfolds, other relevant players, such as PayPal and VISA, press on
with cryptocurrency-based offers. The former recently made Bitcoin payments available to
its U.S. customers, rendering them as simple as using a credit or debit card associated with
their wallet [104]. The latter processed its first transaction on Ethereum, using the USDC
stablecoin rather than fiat money [105]. Both initiatives will further advance the mainstream
adoption of cryptocurrencies by removing the spending barrier and instilling household
names’ confidence. Time is ticking for central banks to provide a relevant alternative.
6. Conclusions
At the moment, Central Bank Digital Currencies are one of the hottest issues under
debate, involving not only academics from different fields of knowledge, such as economics,
finance, computer science, data analysts, and law but also regulators, monetary authorities
and practitioners from all over the world. The recognized merits of Blockchain as a
disruptive technology and the success of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies paved the way
for central banks to rethink new venues for the issuance and management of fiat money.
For many, Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies do not, by themselves, threaten the pivotal
role of central banks in existing payment systems, as they are conceptualized as more a
market-based speculative asset than a new kind of money, or due to the narrowness of
its influence. However, other structural changes are taking place, such as the significant
reduction in the demand for cash happening in some countries and, most notably, the
increasing importance of new players. FinTech startups and mobile network operators
that compete with commercial banks as payment service providers have raised the “red
flag” on the urgency of bringing into the system the technological innovations increasingly
tagged as disruptive or revolutionary.
At first glance, the advent of CBDCs means the complete digitalization of money and,
as such, the ultimate step in the secular dematerialization of money. As in most economic
innovations, the movement towards a cashless economy is the response of authorities to
the demands of society. Unquestionably, the demand for digitalization has been increasing
at a steady pace, “not only in the many aspects of the daily life of families but also in
the way firms conduct their businesses and states govern national affairs” and gained a
more profound dimension in recent years due to the Covid-19 pandemic crisis [15]. Hence
the launch of CBDC will directly fulfil the need for digitalization, while tightening the
relationship between citizens and central banks.
However, one should note that a CBDC is not a Bitcoin-like or a stablecoin-like
cryptocurrency governed by a central bank, nor the simple digitalization of cash. On the
one hand, CBDCs may implement completely different currency concepts that share little
more than their immateriality and the acronym; on the other hand, the implementation
of CBDCs will have economic implications that surpass, by far, the changes in individual
behavior produced by the digitalization of payment instruments. Bech and Garratt [51]
proposed the most used and up-to-date systematization of the contemporaneous coexisting
types of money, which became known as the “money flower”. Besides the restricted-access
digital token for wholesale settlements, CBDC refers to general-purpose money, in the form
of an account held by the public directly at the central bank, akin to the accounts commonly
held at commercial banks (account-based) and digital cash, the equivalent of physical
banknotes, sharing many of the same properties, including the privacy of transactions
(token/value-based).
Although central bank experiments with CBDCs before 2016 were almost non-existent,
with the remarkable exception of the Bank of China, and early experiments focused mainly
on wholesale CBDCs, according to the latest survey by the BIS, dated January 2021, over
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85% of banks admitted to exploring the advantages and drawbacks of CDBC [65]. Besides
being at different development stages, these experiments are far from being homogeneous
and present significant differences in terms of application area, architecture (operating
and access models), access technology, central bank infrastructure, interlinkages, authority
(which maps partially with infrastructure and access technology), availability and access
limitations and restrictions.
Independent of the model used, the economic literature has highlighted several
benefits and risks associated with the adoption of CBDCs. This new type of central bank
money may render the payment and settlement systems more efficient and safer, provide
better visibility and transparency over monetary policy, create additional monetary policy
tools, discourage the black economy, money laundering, and tax evasion, and contribute to
the inclusion of the unbanked or underbanked. All these benefits will ultimately have an
overall positive macroeconomic impact. Conversely, CBDCs pose new risks to the business
models of commercial banks, may increase the systemic risk of the private banking sector,
and may jeopardize individual rights, most notably, privacy (on the concerns of privacy
violations by the Bank of China, see [106]). Although most studies argue that the benefits
outweigh the risks, they also suggest that the balance depends on how and at what pace
CBDCs replace cash [107]. The view most subscribed to is that the central bank should
issue a CBDC that meets the expectations (for instance, potential users of the digital euro
seem to value privacy, security, and broad usability [108]), and exempt itself from pursuing
further actions to accelerate cash replacement. As such, cash and CBDC should coexist to
the extent desired by the effective and potential users [77].
We have presented the challenges and choices ahead in the coming worldwide diffusion of CBDCs and revised the currently proposed approaches to their introduction. We
have shown that, while Bitcoin and current cryptocurrencies may have provided a driver
to their adoption, the technology, goals, and challenges associated with CBDCs are quite
diverse from that starting point, and further divergence is expected. We have also shown
that, at this moment, no “one size fits all” approach is seen as acceptable for all CBDC
applications, and quite a few options are being actively explored, sometimes in parallel, by
the central banks.
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